
Daily Grammar Practice 

Don’t get sick with grammaritis-take a grammar vitamin every day!  

1. the barking dog saved the family from the fire 
2. teresas parents have formed a service organization for the community 
3. since my best friend lives next door we get to see each other every day 
4. when they got back from the boat tour donna took a nap and terry read the paper 
5. in june warm breezes rustle the leaves in the oak trees 
6. have you ever ridden with sixty children on an overcrowded bus to space camp 
7. the creatures large eyes were very helpful for finding their prey 
8. the oven seemed hot enough so sara shoved the bread in 
9. their heads throb from the enormous pressure of learning grammar 
10. the great pyramid covers thirteen acres of desert land  
11. sparks from the rock are raining down on the cave floor 
12. after singing in the hot and humid park dana felt faint so she laid on the bed 
13. ice cream tastes refreshing on a sunny hot day at the beach during the summer 
14. oh no she had raised the window in the kitchen and it rained all night 
15. the angry mob rushed toward the lady doctors home trampled the grass and caused severe damage 
16. they believed the sea captain was a good navigator so they selected him to lead the voyage 
17. the chimp was caught in a snare but was able to break free he soon found his mother 
18. my history book tells the story of the buffalo soldiers I have read it three times 
19. you cant allow us to be captured by the aliens if you want us to reach our destination 
20. who thought up the brilliant idea for the telephone to keep us in contact with each other 
21. I don’t ever dance at weddings because I don’t want to be publicly embarrassed 
22. tired workers were welcomed into the inviting shelter given some delicious bread and cold water 
23. tall grasses and willowy trees grow beside this flowing river and give shade to the animals 
24. the diamond looked more spectacular than the sapphire so I bought it as a present for my mother 
25. the canopy of stars twinkled very brightly in the sky as we gazed with wide eyes 
26. the sun on my head was hot and uncomfortable while I strolled to the lake shore 
27. we study ancient Greece today because greek culture influenced the world we live in 
28. her brother an athlete made the high school basketball team and played diligently 
29. take this picnic basket to your grandmothers house mom advised don’t stop along the way 
30. the 6th grade class studies the following subjects reading english and writing they are super smart 
cookies 

 


